THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AT LUND ARE ALMOST ENDLESS. PROFESSORS ARE OPEN AND AVAILABLE. FROM AN ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL STANDPOINT, MY EXPERIENCES AT LUND UNIVERSITY HAVE CHANGED MY LIFE FOR THE BETTER.

LISA SCHWARZ, UC SAN DIEGO

LUND UNIVERSITY:
Excellence & Innovation Since 1666

Experience the rich history and culture of Sweden—all while continuing enrollment and advancing in your major at the University of California. With UCEAP, the official study abroad provider for UC, you can take advantage of Lund University’s world-class environment for research, entrepreneurship, and interdisciplinary study.

- Take courses taught in English in a wide range of disciplines
- Earn UC credit and grades, use your UC financial aid toward program costs, and access exclusive UCEAP scholarships for UC students
- Learn about Swedish social policy or global human rights, work hands-on in a genetics or engineering lab, or study the environment in one of the greenest countries in the world
- Enjoy a college town atmosphere with a fun and involved student life in one of the most affordable cities in Europe
- Build career skills in an internship, independent study, or lab research project
- Travel in Sweden and beyond! Lund is located in the south, a short distance from Copenhagen with convenient access to major European cities.

Apply Today

Explore your study options for a summer, semester, or year in Sweden. To learn more, stop by your campus study abroad office or go to eap.ucop.edu/Sweden